HOME COUNCIL NOTES – 5/18/00
1) Enforcing nightly security checklist: All agreed that the men involved will continue
being over areas rather than rotating the checklist. Will have checklist in hand to
make sure everything is done properly. Kitchen windows need to be locked at night.
Also agreed to either lock the front door behind us if it was already locked, or else
go through Dawnie & Mari’s office door & lock that (if you don’t have the front
door key with you). After discussion, all agreed to get a different door rather than
the present one with total glass, and also to install a self-locking lock which
wouldn’t require a key to close it. (Presently need keys for Bill & Laurie)
2) Home cleanliness:
a. All agreed to have a united push Thursday, 9:30-10 a.m. to attack certain
areas that don’t normally get done. June will compile a specific checklist
& people can sign up for whatever job(s) they choose. We will meet
together at 9:30 for united prayer.
b. Dishwashing: Adult on team should make sure all steps are followed on the
checklist.
c. Flies: Need more flyswatters. Disinfect areas where flies were killed.
Screen door is needed for Dawnie & Mari’s office (they could tack up a
piece of lace or glass curtain until we can get a screen door there).
3) Dawnie’s accident: All agreed that she should be relieved of driving
responsibilities for 3 weeks, starting from day of accident. Also agreed that we
should re-read the section in the Charter about the responsibilities of a co-pilot.
4) Donovan driving: He needs to be certified as a Family driver.
ANNOUNCEMENTS:
5) The gardener will be planting oleander plants along the road. If anyone has any
comments regarding this, please contact June.
6) Please do the loving deed when removing someone else’s clothes from the dryer:
lay over basket rather than tossing them into it where they’ll get wrinkled.

